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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyzes a queuing model which closely 
approximates the behavior of the central control 
in electronic switching systems. The model con
sists of a system of queues served in a cyclic 
fashion by a single server. . An important charac
teristic of the model is the changeover time 
which is required whenever the server switches 
from one queue to another. Expressions are 

.9b_taj.n~g. fQr . .the Laplace-St.iel t,j es transform of 
the waiting-time distribution at each queue and 
the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the server 
intervisit-time .distribution at each queue. In 
addition, it is shown how the moments of these 
distributions can be calculated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We study a system of M queues attend~d to by a 
single server. The queues have independent 
Poisson arrivals and general service-time distri
bution. The server services the queues ina . 
repeating cycle of I stages - each stage of the 
server cycle is spent working on a single queue. 
When the server switches from one queue to 
another, a changeover time~ with general distri
bution, is required. The system is assumed to be 
in equilibrium. 

The motivation for this study arose in connection 
with the electronic switching system (ESS) cur
rently being introduced into the telephone net
work. ESS is essentially a high-speed digital 
processor which performs all the various tasks 
required to switch calls. As calls arrive, re
quests for central processor action are generated 
and are queued according to their type in one of 
several "hoppers". The central processor in
spects the hoppers, one by one, in a repeating 
cycle, at each hopper performing all the work 
requests it finds. Because of the varying de
grees of urgency for different kinds of work, the 
cycle is arranged to serve some hoppers more 
frequently than others. An important character
istic of the operation is the finite time re
quired to inspect each hopper, regardless of 
whether any work requests are present. 

The problem is analyzed by concentrating on the 
imbedded Markov process formed at the instants 
of service completion. W~ obtain expressions 
for the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the 
waiting-time distribution at each queue and the 
Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the intervisit
time distribution at each queue. (The intervisit
time at a queue is the time that separates server 
departure from the subsequent server arrival.) 
In addition, it is shown how the moments of these 
distributions can be calculated. 

The service discipline in which the server shifts 
his entire attention from one queue to another 
has, in the case of two queues, been referred to 
as Alternating Priority. The problem of two 
queues with Alternating Priority and without 
change over times has been studied by Avi-Itzhak, 
Maxwell, and Miller,[lJ Takacs,[2J and Neuts and 
Yadin.[3J The same problem, with the addition of 
changeover times has been studied by Sykes,[4J 
Miller,[5J Mevert,[6J and Eisenberg.[7J Cooper 
and Murray [8J have analyzed a system of M queues 
with cyclic service and without changeover times. 
Leibowitz [9J used an approximate technique to 
analyze the M-queue problem in the presence of 
changeover times. 

NOTATION 

The average arrival rate to queue m is Am and the 
service-time at queue m has the distribution 
function FS (t), m = 1, .•. ,M. The Laplace-

m 
Stieltjes transform of this distribution is 
denoted by Sm(s). 



- Sm(s) = J~~-stdFs (t) m 1, ... ,M (1 ) 
o . m 

The mean service-time at queue m is ~ . 
llm 

The server cycle is defined by the set of I 
numbers qi' i = 1, ... ,1, where qi is the number 
of the queue which is served durIng stage i. 
For example, a possible sequence is the follow
ing: 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
qi 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 4 

In this example, there are M 4 queues whiCh 
are served in a cycle of I 8 stages. Queue 1 
is served four times per cycle, queue 2 twice, 
and queues 3 and 4 only once. Between successive 
stages of the cycle the server must undergo a 
changeover. F i(t) denotes the distribution 

C 
function of the change over time between stages 
i - 1 and i. The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of 
F i (t) is Ci(s). 

C ~ 

Ci(s) = J e-stdF i(t) i = l, ... ,I (2) 
Q C 

The mean change over time from stage i - 1 to 
stage i is c i . 

At each stage the server works on the indicated 
queue until that queue is empty. All customers 
in the queue are served, including those which 
arrive during the process of service. The ser
ver spends no idle time at any queue. Whenever 
the server encounters an empty queue, a change
over to the next stage of the cycle is begun 
immediately. Thus, during empty periods the 
server progresses through its cycle performing 
one change over after another. 

THE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION 

We consider the imbedded process formed at the 
instants of service completion. The state at 
such an instant is specified by the quantities 
(i; nl, ... ,nM)' where i is the stage of the 
server cycle (qi is the queue receiving service) 
and nl, ... ,nM are the numbers of customers 
present in queues 1, ... ,M, respectively. We 
denote the imbedded state probability by 
ni To be precise, 
nl,···,nM 

ni 
n l ,· .. 'IN 

number of stage i se~vices which terminate 
with state (nl, •.. ,nM) 

number of customers served 

We denote theigenerating f~ncri£n of this 
quantity by n (zl"",zM) = n (z). 

(4) 
In this section we derive an equation for ni(z). 
First, however, we obtain some -preliminary re
sults and introduce some notation which we will 
need. 

The probab~l~ty d~str~but~on of the number of 
customers of each type which arrive during the 
serv~ce of a customer at queue m ~s 

n 1 nM 

J

- (lIt) -lIt (lMt ) -AMt 
e' e dFS (t) (5 ) 

nIl nMI ID 
o 

and the generating function of this distribution is 
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J
~ Alzlt -Alt 

e e 

o 
Sm(AI-Alzl+···+AM-AMzM) (6) 

- Sm(z) 

where for conciseness we have defined the ~unc
tion Sm(') of a vector argument Z, to be equal 
to Eq. (6). Similarly, the generating function 
of the probability distribution for the number of 
customers to arrive during a changeover from 
stage i - 1 to i is 

i _ -i -
C (AI-Alzl+ ... +AM-AMzM) = C (z). (7) 

Now wi ~eturn to the task of writing an equation 
for n (z). The number of customers present in 
each queue at the end of a stage i service is 
equal to the number present at the beginning of 
the service, plus the number which arrive during 
the service, minus one customer (the one served) 
from queue qi' We use the fact that the gener
ating function for the sum of independent random 
variables is equal to the product of the individ
ual generating functions. We thus have 

S (z) 

ni (z) = qi wi (z) ( 8) 
z 
qi 

where 

generating function of 

[

umber of stage i services WhiC] 
begin with state (nl, ••. ,nM) 

number of customers served . (9) 

We now derive a relation between wi(z) and some 
other more fundamental quantities. 

The number of stage i services which b~gin with 
-state (nl, ... ,nM) is equal to the number of stage 
i services which end with state (nl, •.. ,nM), plUS 
the number of times the server entered stage i 
(from i - 1) with state (nl, .•• ,nM)' minus the 
number of times the server left stage ---r-rto i + 1) 
witg state (nl, •.. ,nM)' We define the quantity 
yi(z) as follows: 

yi(z) = generating function of 

[

umber of times the server leavej 
stage i with state (nl, ... ,nM) 

number of customers served . 

(10) 
Using the above identity and definition, and 
recognizing that the number of customers present 
at the beginning of stage i is equal to the 
number present at the end of stage i - 1 plus the 
number to arrive during the intervening change
over, we have 

wi (z) = ni (z) + yi-I (z)C i (z) _ yi (z) • (11) 

Subst~tut~on ~nto Eq. (8) y~e1ds 

S (z) 
ni (z) = ~ ~i (z) + yi-1 (z)C~ (z) 

qi 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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(It is understood that the quantity i - ~ 4n 
Eqs. (11) and (12) are to be int.erpreted in a 
cyclic sense; i.e., if i = 1, i-I = I.) 

Before proceeding we make some remarks aboui the 
physical interpretation of the quantity yi(z). · 
yi(z) is not the generating function of a prob
ability distribution since yi(I) is not equal to 
1. (I is a vector with M components, each equal 
to 1.) However, we can define the quantity 

i -
ai(z) :: ~ 

yi (I) 

which has the property 

ai (I) 1 . (14) 

We note that 

ai(z) = generating function of 

~
umber of times the server leave~ 
stage i with state (nl, ... ,nM) 

number of times the server leaves . 
stage i 

(15) 

Thus ai(z) is the generating function of the 
state probability at an i-switch-point. An 
i-switch-point is an instant when the server 
leaves stage i and begins a change over to stage 
.i + 1. It will !?e important in the following 
to note that a (z) is independent of z . This 

qi 
is true since queue qi is always empty at an 
i-switch-point. 

The quantity yi(I) has the interpretation 

yi (I) 

number of times the server leaves stage i 
number of customers served 

(16 ) 
In other words, yi(I) is the ratio of the number 
·of i-switch-points -to the number of customers. 
Since all switch-points occur equally often, 
yi(I) is independent of i. Hence we can define 

y :: yi(I) (17) 

Using the above definitions we rewrite Eq. (12) 
in the form 

S (z) 

'lT i (z) = ~ Gi (z) + ya i - l (z)C i (z) - ya i (z8 
qi 

(18) 

and rearranging terms so that 'lTi(z) appears only 
on -the left side, we obtain 

YSq (z) _ 
'lT i (z) = i _ _ ra i - l (z)C i (z) _ ai (z)l. 

z - S (z) ~ ~ 
qi qi (19) 

This is the equation we were seeking. It relates 
the state probability at service-completion 
ins·tants ,with the state probability at switch
points. 

SOLVING FOR ai(z) 

We observe the denominator of Eq. (19) is equal 
to zero when 

z = s (z) = S (A1+A1z1+ .•• +AM-AMZM). (20) 
qi qi qi 

If 'lTi(z) is to be an acceptable state probability 
generating function, the numerator of Eq. (19) 
must be equal to zero when this condition holds. 
The ~olution to Eq. (20) is 
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+ Aqi+l - Aq1+1Zqi+l + ... + AM - AMZM) 

(21) 
where B (s) is the Laplace-StieltJes transform 

qi 
of a qi-busy period. This can be seen from the 
relationship 

B (s)=S (S+A -A B (s») (22) 
qi qi qi qi qi 

derived by Takacs. [lOJ A prime has been placed 
on z in Eq. (21) to indicate that Z is not an 

qi qi 
independent variable, but depends on the other 
z's when the conditi09 of Eq. (20) holds. Making 
the sUbstitution of Z for z in the numerator 

qi qi 
of Eq. (19) and setting the result to zero yields 

ai (z) 

i l( , )-i( , ) a - zl,···,Zqi"",zM C Zl, .•. ,Zqi""'ZM' 

(23) 
Note that the argument of ai ( 0) is' unchanged by 
the substitution since ai(z) is independent of 
Z 
qi 

Eq. (23) expresses a functional relationship be
tween ai(o) and ai - l (0)1 We can uSi ~q. (23) 
recursively to relate a -1(0) and a - (0), etc. 
To formal$fe_this procedure we define the vector 
function f (z), with M components, as follows: 

z, except that Z is replaced 
qi , 

by Z (from Eq. (21»). 
qi 

In addition we define the R.-fold nesting of 
functions in the following way: 

_ 1'i (z) 

- 1'i-HI [ •• 1'1-1 ~i (z8 .. , J 

(24) 

R. = 1,2,... (25) 
-i -In other words, f (R.) (z) 1s the r.:-component vector 

obtained by starting with ~he vector (zl;""zM), 
then replacing z by z' , then replaCing z 

, qi qi qi-l 
by z , etc., and finally replacing z by 

, qi-l qi-R.+l 
Z At each step the primed z is a function 

qi-R.+l 
of all the other z's as in Eq. (21). 

Using the above definitions, Eq. (23) becomes 

ai (z) = ai - l (1'i (z») Ci (1'i (z») (26) 

and extending the relationship k times we obtain 

ai(z) = ai-k(1'~k)(Z») t~l Ci-R.+l(1'~t)(Z»). (27) 

It can be shown that 
-i -

lim f(k)(z) 
k~oo 

as long as the condition 

I 

1 - PI - •.• - PM > 0 

Am 
is satisfied, where Pm = V- ' m = 1, •.. ,M. 

-i _ m 
iteration f(k)(z), k = 1,2, .•. , as k ~ 00 

(28) 

(29) 

(The 



approaches .the Gauss-Seidel matrix iteration. 
The res l'.lts Eqs. (28) and (29) can be shown by 
e xamining the eigenvalues of the associated 
matrix.) Hence, rememberingEq. (14), and taking' 
the l i mit as k ~ ~ in Eq. (27), we obtain 

ei(z) = ; Ci-i+l(f~i) (Z»). (:30") 
i=l 

This is the solution for ei(z). 

NORMALIZATION 

The quantity y has yet to be determined. It is 
specified by the normalization condition 

I 
L 1fi (I) = 1 

i=l 

or alternatively by any of the conditions 

i_Am L 1f (1) = T m = 1, ••• ,M (32) 
i such that 

qi=m 

where A = Al + ... + AM' Taking the limit as 
z ~ I in Eq. (19), and using L'Hopital's rule, 
we obtain 

a ei - l (z) 
We recognize the quantity ~~a-z~~ 

qi 
as the 

z-I 
expected number of customers presint in queue qi 
at an i-I switch-point and A c as the ex-

qi 
pected number of qi customers to arrive during 
the changeover from i-I to i. Hence the ex
pected number of qi-customers present at the 
start of stage ' i is 

aei-l(z) 
az (34 ) 

qi 
z=I 

and 

z=l 
'is the average time, at the beginning of stage i, 
since queue qi was last served. We call this 
the average i-intervisit-time. 

A busy period at queue qi which begins with a 
single customer has an average duration 

: X The expected length of the server 
lJqi qi 
working time in stage i is thus Eq. (34) times 

1 i Pqi i 
lJ- A which equals v 1 _ P . Adding v 
qi qi qi 

vi 
to this, we obtain 1 _ P which is t"he average 

qi 
time between the j-switch-point and the i-switch
point, where j is the stage that queue qi last 
received service. 

Substitution of Eq. (31) into Eq. (32) yields 

_1 ra1_1(z)! + 
1 - Pm oZm __ 

z=l 

Am r 
Jr = Y i such that 

qi=m 
(Cont) 
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L vi 
YAm 1 - Pm. i such that .... 

(36 ) 

qi=m 

From the above, the sum on ·the right side of this 
equation is recognized as the average time .for 
the server to complete one cycle. Hence, we ob
tain the relation 

y = A~ 
where C is the average cycle time. 

We obtain an expression for C by taking the first 
derivative of Eq. (23) with respect to z . We 
get qi-l 

a ei (z) 
az 

qi-l - -z=l z=I 

+ cl["qlA~lAql + 1]Aq1_
1 

(38) 

and upon rearranging terms there results 

_1_ aei{z) 
A az 
qi-l qi-l z=I 

The quantity on the left side of this equation is 
the average time qetween the i-I and i switch
points. Hence, if we sum Eq. (39) over all i, 
i = 1, ... ,1, the left side is just the mean cycle 
time C. For the right side, we recall the inter
pretation in Eq. (36) so the result is 

C [1 Pm)c + 1 cl, 

The mean cycle time is thus 
I i L c 

C i=l 
M 

1 - L Pm 
m=l 

and the quantity y is obtained from Eq. (37). 

WAITING-TIMES AND INTERVISIT-TIMES 

(40) 

(41) 

The customers in each queue are assumed to be 
served in order of arrival. We let F i(t) be the 

W 
distribution function of the waiting ~ime for the 
customers which are served during stage i (at 
queue qi)' We can relateF i (t) with 1fi . n 

W n l ,···, M 
by the following argument: The number of 
customers present in queue qi at the instant of a 
stage i service completion is the number that ar
rived during the waiting-time plus service-time 
of the departing customer. Thus we can write 

L 
n l ,· •• ,nM 

omitting nq 
i 

L 1fi 
n nl ,··· ,nM n 1,· .. , fJl _ 

o 

(42) 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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and upon taking the generating function of both 
sides, there results -

rr i[l, ... ,l,Zqi,l, ... ,l} 

1T i (l) 

Wi(Aqi - AqiZqi)Sqi[Aqi - AqiZqi ) (43) 

where W1(~) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform 
of F i(t). Setting s = A - A Z in Eq. (43) 

W qi qi qi 
we obtain 

Wi(s) 

1Ti (1, ... ,1,1-s/A
qi 

,1, ... ,1) 

1T i (l)S (s) 
qi 

(44 ) 

The overall waiting-time for queue m, FW (t), 
m 

can be obtained by weighting the F i(t) appro
W 

priately. Thus 

L 1Ti (l)F i (t ) 
i such that W 

FW (t) -
m 

qi-=m 
(45) 

L 1T i (l) 
i such that 

qi=m 

and, using Eqs. (32) and (44), 

L 1Ti (1, ... ,1,1-s/Aqi,1, ... ,1) 
i such that 

W (s) =.l... __ q....;i=-=_m ____ -;:;--r--.-______ _ 

m Am Srn Cs) 

(46) 

where Wm(s) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of 

FW (t). 
m 

We let F i(t) denote the distribution function 
V 

of an i-intervisit-time. As defined earlier. 
this is the time separating the end of stage j, 
the last stage in which queue qi was served 
prior to stage i, from the beginning of stage i. 
Let y be the time from the end of stage j to the 
end of stage i-I, and let Fy(t) be its distri
bution function. We can write 

i-l( ) e 1, ... ,1,Zqi,1, ... ,1 

o 
si~ce the number of qi -custome-rs present at the 
i ~ I-switch-point equals the number to arrive 
during y. Thus 

yes) = ei-l(l, ... ,l,l-S/Aqi,l, ... ,l) (48) 

and since vies) = y(s)Ci(s), 

V (s) = f3 1, ••• ,1,1-s/A ,1, ... ,1 C (s). i i-I ( ) i 
- qi 

(49 ) 
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From Eqs. (44), (19), (49), (33),- and (35) we 
obtain the relationship between the waiting-time 
and intervisit-time 

(50) 

CALCULATION OF MOMENTS 

The moments of both the 
intervisit times may be 

waiting-times and the 
expressed in terms of the 

a tei-l (z) 
derivatives -

az t for t = 1,2,... . This 

qi 
z=l 

is seen from Eqs. (49) and (50). 
tives are obtained by writing Eq. 
k = I and i-I in place of i, 

These deriva
(27) with 

(51) 

and by taking the derivatives of this equation. 
If we try to differentiate Eq. (51) with respect 
to Z , we note that on the right side will 

qi 
- aei-l(z)! appear all derivatives aZ

m 
_ _ m = 1, ... ,M, 

z=l 

except m = qi-l' (We have used the important 

fact that f7t)(l) = I.) This suggests the fol

lowing technique. We differentiate both sides of 
Eq. (51) with respect to zl"" ,zM' 

(
omitting Z _ ), and 

qi-l 
evaluate the result at 

z = I. In this way we obtain a set of M-I 
simultaneous equations in tha unknowns 

aei-l(z) ! az which can then be solved. Similarly. 
m z=l 

we can write 

tions in the 

and solve (M_l)2 simultaneous equa
a2oi- l (-) 

unknowns ~ Z az az ml m2 

Continuing 

z=l 
in this manner, we can determine all moments of 
the waiting -and intervisit times. Actually, the 
number of equations may be reduced by taking 
advantage of the fact that the order of differ
entiation is immaterial. Thus only 
M(M-l) --2-- simultaneous equations must actually be 

solved in the case of the second derivatives. We 
omit the detailed specification of these equa
tions. Although the above derivation appears 
complex, it is a straightforward matter to pro
gram the method for a digital computer, and such 
a program has been written. The practical impli
cations of the numerical results is a separate 
subject treated elsewhere. 
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